Abstract Knowledge organization systems (KOS) can use different types of hierarchical relations: broader generic (BTG), broader partitive (BTP), and broader instantial (BTI). The latest ISO standard on thesauri (ISO 25964) has formalized these relations in a corresponding OWL ontology (De Smedt et al., ISO 25964 part 1: thesauri for information retrieval: RDF/OWL vocabulary, extension of SKOS and SKOS-XL. http://purl.org/iso25964/skos-thes, 2013) and expressed them as properties: broaderGeneric, broaderPartitive, and broaderInstantial, respectively. These relations are used in actual thesaurus data. The compositionality of these types of hierarchical relations has not been investigated systematically yet. They all contribute to the general broader (BT) thesaurus relation and its transitive generalization broader transitive defined in the SKOS model for representing KOS. But specialized relationship types cannot be arbitrarily combined to produce new statements that have the same semantic precision, leading to cases where inference of broader transitive relationships may be misleading. We define Extended properties (BTGE, BTPE, BTIE) and analyze which compositions of the original "one-step" properties and the Extended properties are appropriate. This enables providing the new properties with valuable semantics usable, e.g., for fine-grained information retrieval purposes. In addition, we relax some of the constraints assigned to the ISO properties, namely the fact that hierarchical relationships apply to SKOS concepts only. This allows us to apply them to the Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), where they are also used for non-concepts (facets, hierarchy names, guide terms). In this paper, we present extensive examples derived from the recent publication of AAT as linked open data.
Introduction
One of the most important relations in knowledge organization systems (KOS) are the hierarchical relations. The main, general type of hierarchical relation, referred to as broader (term) (BT) in thesaurus standards, denotes a relationship from a specific entity to a more generic one-its direct "parent" in a conceptual hierarchy. The SKOS model for publishing KOS as semantic web resources [1] has formalized it as the skos:broader property. But thesauri may use various types of more specialized hierarchical relations (see [2, Sect. 3.2] ). We reiterate their definition below, with examples from the Getty vocabularies: the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), the Union List of Artist Names (ULAN) and the Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) [3] :
The latest ISO standard on thesauri ISO 25964 [4] has formalized these relations: its domain model includes a field HierarchicalRelationship.role. The corresponding OWL ontology [5] expresses them as properties in the 'iso-thes:' namespace: broaderGeneric, broaderPartitive and broaderInstantial. Similar relations have been defined and used in previous or parallel efforts to represent fine-grained thesaurus data:
• The German Gemeinsame Normdatei (GND) linked data service and the GND ontology [6] . E.g., the representation of SG Dynamo Dresden 1 has BTI relationship to football clubs: (http://d-nb.info/gnd/5055902-3) gnd:broaderTermInstantial (http://d-nb.info/gnd/4155742-6).
• The FinnONTO SKOS extensions define properties broaderGeneric, broaderPartitive [7] .
• Some vocabularies hosted by digiCULT-Verbund eG., maintained in the vocabulary management tool xTree, and represented in the exchange format vocnet [8] .
Most recently, the Getty vocabulary program (GVP) thesauri (AAT, TGN, ULAN) have been published as linked open data. This raised the issue of which properties to reuse from these efforts, and which formal semantics are really suited for the data at hand in the Getty vocabularies [9, Sect. 2.3 Subject Hierarchy]. The query iterates over the three kinds of relations using VALUES. For each thesaurus entity ?x (a gvp:Subject), it fetches the thesaurus (skos:inScheme) and its "Record Type" ?typ (as a proper subclass of gvp:Subject). The types concept, administrative place, physical place, person, group (corporate body) and unknown person are the main thesaurus entities, intended to be used for indexing. The types facets, guide terms and hierarchy names are not used for indexing; they merely serve to structure the hierarchy.
Hierarchical relations in Getty thesauri
In Table 2 below, the left column shows the thesaurus and entry type, the top row is the relationship having that type as its source (subject), and the cells show relationship counts.
A brief analysis of these numbers follows. In AAT, most relations are BTG, but there are some BTP. There is a variety of situations, including concept1 iso-thes:broaderGeneric concept2. concept2 iso-thes:broaderPartitive concept3.
we can infer these statements:
concept1 skos:broader concept2. concept2 skos:broader concept3. concept1 skos:broaderTransitive concept3.
In general, we have the following inference for any chain of BTG, BTP, BTI:
But such composition of relationships is inappropriate in some cases: [10] argues that broaderTransitive is less errorprone if established separately for BTG and BTP, and neither for BTI, nor mixed paths of BTG and BTP.
In the SKOS context, the inference of skos:broaderTransitive statements should not be harmful. The SKOS specification assigns this property only extremely lightweight semantics: it merely means that one concept is the ancestor of another in a KOS hierarchy, whatever semantic flavor the individual 'parent' relationships between intermediate concepts may have [11] . However, the KOS community generally knows that it is possible to combine hierarchical links in a finer-grained way, i.e., one that produces statements using the richer, specialized types of relations. As a result, the existence of skos:broaderTransitive has tended to raise expectations that its rather weak semantics cannot meet. There was a lively discussion about this subject on the SKOS mailing list from Nov 2013 to April 2014. 4 ISO's extension of SKOS could have solved the issue by defining iso-thes:broaderGeneric, iso-thes:broaderPartitive or iso-thes:broaderInstantial with appropriate compositional semantics (for example, by stating that broaderPartitive is transitive). But until now the ISO standard has postponed the definition of advanced formal semantics for these properties.
Note that our investigation relies on vocabularies where hierarchical relations follow the logical rules as described in the ISO thesaurus standard. 5 ISO 25964 defines the hierarchical properties to be applicable to concepts only. But important thesauri like AAT need to use them also for other resources (facets, guide terms and hierarchies as shown above) that take full part in defining hierarchies, while not qualifying as concepts according to the standard (to be used in indexing). Figure 1 shows an example of the AAT hierarchy (a bigger version is available in [9, Sect. 2.3.3] 6 ). "Non-concepts" are represented as iso-thes:ThesaurusArray and are connected by properties different from skos:broader, which is used to connect SKOS concepts.
Missing broader/narrower relationships for non-concepts
Solving the former issue (improper axiomatization for property composition) is the core problem that we set up to address in this paper. It requires assigning appropriate formal semantics for these properties, especially determining how the statements using these properties can be combined together to derive (infer) new hierarchical statements. This is what we study in the next section.
Solving the latter issue (missing broader/narrower relationships for non-concepts) requires creating GVP properties 7 for non-concepts: gvp:broaderGeneric, gvp:broaderPartitive and gvp:broaderInstantial. Next to using custom properties, we also infer appropriate SKOS and ISO statements between concepts, see Sect. 6.1.5 in [9] . For example, in Fig. 1 the rightmost skos:broader is inferred, even though it is not present in the original hierarchy.
Note that the diversity of situations in AAT shown in Sect. 1.1 hints that the semantics of the partitive, generic and instantial "flavors" of hierarchical relations do not depend on the specific classes that AAT uses to structure its hierarchy. In the remainder of this paper, we only consider the problems raised by the existence of different classes of resources in the AAT hierarchy at the moment of implementing a solution (ontology) that needs to comply with the choices made for the AAT model. The main argument of our paper lies in the compositional semantics that we identify for BTG, BTP and BTI and we believe our findings can be adapted easily to thesauri that follow models different from AAT, especially ones that adhere 6 http://vocab.getty.edu/doc/#Hierarchy_Structure. 7 See http://vocab.getty.edu/ontology. more strictly to the hierarchical constructs defined by ISO 25964.
Analysis of compositionality
Considerable research is done in the field of subsumption and mereology (e.g., see [12] [13] [14] ), yet the compositionality of hierarchical relations in KOS has not been investigated systematically so far. We perform such investigation below.
Compositionality matters with respect to transitive closure in information retrieval vocabularies. It serves as a prerequisite for sensible search expansion. Namely, if one indiscriminately expands a given conceptual query over the hierarchy chain, i.e., all narrower concepts subsumed by the concepts in the query are added to the query, there is a risk of increasing the number of unwanted results and thus of lowering the relevance of returned results.
First, we define "extended" properties (BTGE, BTPE, BTIE) that we intend to use for representing any new statements 'derived' from the original thesaurus statements that use BTG, BTP and BTI. This pattern aims at keeping the original, 'one-step' statements apart from the ones that will be later inferred from them, in the same manner the SKOS model makes the distinction between 'asserted' broader statements and inferred broaderTransitive ones [1] . We call these Extended instead of Transitive, because not all of them are transitive (in the formal sense used in the OWL ontology language).
The three following basic inference rules apply:
These three rules "seed" the hierarchical inference and mirror the inference skos:broader→skos:broaderTransitive. In the We then analyze which compositions of the original "onestep" properties and the Extended properties are appropriate. We use property chains (denoted by "/") and analyze appropriate inferences ("→") case by case. On the left side, "BT*x" means "BT* or BT*E", i.e., the left member of the inference rule at hand can match either an original 'one-step' statement or a statement inferred from other statements, in a recursive fashion. Table 3 is a summary of our findings. First/second represent the first and second property in a chain. "n/a" means that we consider such a situation should not appear in a vocabulary, while "no" means no relation should be inferred. • Chicken feet are part of chicken, which is part of chicken soup, yet you would not normally put chicken feet in soup (chicken feet are considered a delicacy in some cuisines, but not in soup). Here, we are mixing member meronyms with substance meronyms.
References [12, 13] give a lot more examples of variegated part-of relations. Reference [13] defines six kinds of partof relations: component/integral object, member/collection, portion/mass, stuff/object, feature/activity, place/area. Wordnet also distinguishes between three kinds of meronym: member, part, substance. See [14] for an excellent introduction to the topic. Reference [16] considers the ISO 2788 subtypes of BTP (systems and organs of the body, geographical locations, Note: the standard restricts part-whole relationships to situations of unique part of the specific whole, e.g., a car wheel is uniquely a part of a car, not a part of a bicycle (at least not usually). Since chicken, including feet, is not uniquely and exclusively part of chicken soup, this relationship would not qualify as BTP according to the ISO standard rules. (Rather, the relationship should be represented by an associative relationship). But as AAT examples in this paper show, this restriction is often not followed in actual thesauri, even well-organized ones.
BTPx/BTIx → no
Counterexample: Sofia BTP Bulgaria BTI country. But Sofia BTI city (or inhabited place), and there is no broader relation between city and country at all. 
BTIx/BTGx

BTIx/BTIx → n/a
If X is an instance of Y , which is an instance of Z , then Z is a metaclass. 8 Metaclasses have found very useful applications in programming. OWL also allows classes of classes, notably via a technique called punning [17] . However, we are 8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaclass. not aware of any useful examples in thesauri, so we disallow this inference.
Finally, we define the union of the Extended relations as BTGE|BTPE|BTIE → gvp:broaderExtended. It allows a user to access the Extended hierarchies uniformly, yet consistently (unlike skos:broaderTransitive, whose grain is not so fine as it combines all flavors together to produce statements that reflect the-sometimes useful but essentially vaguenotion of "ancestor").
Using the new properties
In this section, we present examples of how the developed Extended relations can be used.
Query expansion in information retrieval
The main purpose of hierarchical relationships with finegrained semantics is to ensure that query expansion will yield reliable results in information retrieval. For example:
Europe. This enables a search for places in Europe to also find Sofia.
• If Mt Athos BTI orthodox religious centers BTG Christian religious centers BTG religious centers then Mt Athos BTIE religious centers. This enables a search for religious centers to also find Mt Athos.
Note that if full query expansion over hierarchies is employed in such cases, the retrieval interface should facilitate the choice of whether or not to include individuals linked by an instance relationship in the query results. Otherwise the user might be overwhelmed with unwanted results. Reference [18, Sect. 2.1] discusses using BTI to represent TGN "place type" and broaderExtended to access a place's "ancestors" (be that place's types or parent places). The user can enter keywords for the place name or any of its ancestors, enabling searches like (Table 4) : It was judged that such statements would be too confusing for users, even with warnings in the documentation.
Furthermore, the relevance of BTGE chains may decrease as one goes higher in a thesaurus hierarchy, towards increasingly abstract concepts. E.g., AAT includes this secondary BTG chain: continents BTG landmasses BTG landforms BTG hypsographic features BTG earth sciences concepts BTG physical science concepts BTG scientific concepts. It would be useful to type Europe as a hypsographic feature (as opposed to a hydrographic or vegetal feature), but going up to scientific concepts is hardly useful. Figure 2 provided an example of non-chain inference. We can imagine many more such cases, e.g., X necessary BTP Y and Z BTG Y → X BTP Z as for the following case where keybords would be a necessary part of keyboard instruments (Fig. 3): 
Beyond chain inferences
Quality checking
Properly inferred Extended relations can be used to detect mistakes in the hierarchical structure of a vocabulary. Employing inference rules for quality checking is subject of future research, but here we provide a couple of examples.
Disjoint properties
There (used to be) a mistake in AAT: swell boxes BTG organ components (correct), and swell boxes BTG organs (aerophones) (incorrect). After the inference swell boxes BTG organ components BTP organs (aerophones) → swell boxes BTPE organs (aerophones), we can catch this mistake if we declare that BTGE and BTPE are disjoint properties. Note that SKOS has similar disjointness declarations, e.g., between skos:broader and skos:related.
Disjoint children
The AAT guide term containers by function or context is a division by function. Such a division should be orthogonal, i.e., a disjoint union of its children. The orthogonality can be confirmed using the hierarchical view 9 at the Getty site. Some of the children names allow non-disjoint interpretation, e.g., one could suppose that containers for personal use and containers for textiles and needlework can have a common concept. But closer examination of the former shows that their semantic coverage is indeed disjoint: it includes implements for health care, hygiene, tobacco use, and personal gear, none of which are related to textile/needlework. Figure 4 10 shows that AAT palette cups 11 is both a direct child of containers by function or context (correct), and a descendant (chain of length 7) through cups (drinking vessels) (incorrect).
Palette cups are "Cups which attach to a painter's palette and are used for holding small quantities of medium or solvent". So a palette cup is in fact not a cup (drinking vessel): although the majority of cups are drinking vessels, this one is not (solvent-drinking creatures excluded).
After inferring the Extended relations, this semantic mistake can be detected using the disjointness of divisions by function. It cannot be detected by following the chain of isothes: properties only. After detecting potential issues, manual inspection is required to pinpoint the problem [palette cups are not cups (drinking vessels)] but inferencing can at least flag the issue.
Inferring ISO 25964 and SKOS relations in AAT
As explained earlier, we could not use directly the ISO 25964 relations in AAT since the ISO relations apply to skos:Concept only. AAT organizes its hierarchy of concepts using "non-concept" types of resources (facets, guide terms, hierarchies) that do not mirror the patterns of the ISO 25964 or SKOS ontologies. It may be possible to reconciliate the approaches at hand, but this is not in the scope of this paper. The specific AAT relationships had to be expressed in the published data, as existing AAT usage may depend heavily 46 V. Alexiev et al. Fig. 4 The palette cups problem on them. So for instance instead of iso-thes:broaderPartitive, we had to use our own property gvp:broaderPartitive. However, we would like to infer a SKOS/ISO relation between two concepts when they are connected directly by an appropriate Extended relation.
Even if the AAT model differs from ISO, we argue that the compositional semantics that one can associate to the generic, partitive and instantial "flavors" of hierarchical relations are essentially identical in both models. The Extended relations capture these "appropriate chains", so we can fulfill our requirement by declaring inference rules that derive ISO/SKOS relationships from our Extended relations.
For example, consider the hierarchical context of anvil components 12 in Fig. 5 . For brevity, we have omitted some nodes above anvils and anvil accessories , and additional relations skos:member and iso-thes:superOrdinate have been removed for clarity (examples of these relations are visible in Fig. 1 ):
We want to infer the dashed ISO properties from the gvp:properties. When two concepts are connected by GVP's BT*E and there are no intervening concepts, we want to infer ISO BT* and skos:broader. The full reasoning details are provided in [9, Sect. 6.1] (in particular 6.1.10). Figure 6 below is a simplified version that sums up the formal semantics linking our Extended hierarchical properties to the ISO 25964 and the core SKOS properties. Hollow arrows indicate sub-property links, "conceptconcept" plain arrows indicate inference of the target property when both subject and object of the considered statements are (ISO/SKOS) concepts, and "PCA" plain arrows represent deduction of a property by a property chain axiom.
Conclusions
Though qualified hierarchical relationships are suggested in the very first ISO thesaurus standard for thesauri (1974) , this standard and its successors (e.g., ANSI/NISO Z39.19, ISO 25964) did not explicitly elaborate on properties of semantic relationships, such as transitivity, symmetry or reflexivity. However, most vocabularies did not make use of the possibility to explicitly distinguish between different types of hierarchies anyway. Instead, the thesaurus BT/NT relationship was and still is generally employed to cover all of these semantically different situations. Hierarchies in existing thesauri often are rather associations than sound hierarchical statements. This is a severe impediment for fine-grained knowledge representation and query expansion. Since the hierarchies of existing thesauri often are an indiscriminate mixture of semantically highly different relations, automated inference of indiscernible high-level statements (such as with the skos:broaderTransitive property) leads to unsatisfactory retrieval results with respect to precision. In the perspective of the linked data scenario and the creation of mappings across vocabularies, the logical grounding of relationships becomes increasingly important to ensure true interoperability and better "semantic" services. Further elaboration on logical conditions and restrictions of semantic relationships in KOS, especially concerning the part-whole relationship, is needed. This paper presents solutions to tackle these issues. Our exploration of compositionality of BTG, BTP, BTI is the first step towards an agreement on formal semantics for these relationships, which can be re-used across thesauri to share finergrained data. We hope that these will be adopted by the ongoing standardization work around the ISO 25964 ontology extension for SKOS [5] , and such work has already started.
We also believe that our compositional semantics, as implemented in thesauri like AAT, opens new avenues for building innovative, helpful services for retrieval of objects described using these KOSs. The faceted browsing retrieval paradigm is an especially promising area. In spite of its popularity, many such browsing interfaces still rarely exploit the various semantic relationships within concept hierarchies at their full potential. Using the appropriate (inference) steps to traverse hierarchical graphs from mixed hierarchies, a system can present more relevant results for users while keeping a good precision level.
